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Vaughan Marshall and the Cape Guineas have a deep-seated connection, and after his 
charges Seeking The Stars, Linebacker and Rascallion ran 1-2-3 in the recent Grade 3 

Cape Classic, he looks sure to have a big say again this year.    

 In fact the experienced conditioner has  
recorded a remarkable five wins in the three-
year-old showpiece, with Sea Warrior (1986), 
Face North (1990), Captain Al (2000), William  
Longsword (2016) and Tap O’ Noth (2017) all 
emerging victorious.  
 
Of course the late lamented Captain Al also 
sired William Longsword and Tap O’ Noth, as 
well as this year’s Sun Met hero One World, so 
he has certainly made a solid contribution to 
the stable’s success!   
 
William Longsword himself now stands at 
Klawervlei, and would seem the heir apparent 
to Captain Al.  His first crop will be hitting the 
track soon, and Marshall has little doubt. 
 
‘’He should do very well. He has the looks, 
pedigree and ability, and also possessed a 
great blend of speed and stamina.” 

He gave us the inside path on some of his 
more prominent stock on Tuesday morning 
from  his Milnerton base. 
 
“I wasn’t surprised that Seeking The Stars won 
the Cape Classic. I have been very impressed 
with him. He’s a free running type of horse, and 
is eligible for the CTS Ready-To-Run on the 
21st, where he should be a big runner.  
 
“Linebacker is probably my most improved 
three-year-old. He will probably have one more 
run before the Guineas, and could also be a 
Derby horse.  
 
“After his antics at the start and being left,  
Rascallion did well to manage third last time. 
He will run in the Concorde Cup if he draws 
well, then the Guineas, and possibly Derby.” 
 
And as always, he has a couple of (to Page 2) 
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top speedsters up his sleeve.  
 
“I was a little disappointed with Gainsford’s  
latest win – I thought he would do it easier. I 
rate him very highly and he will be kept to 
sprinting.” 
 
That was a seemingly meritorious MR80 victory 
carrying 60,5kg against older hard knockers in 
a handicap, so keep an eye on this one.  
 
“No Laying Up is an out-and-out sprinter. He 
runs at the end of the month over 1000m.  
Probably in the same race as Gainsford  
unfortunately.” 
 
“Joseph Barry is a nice horse. He’s running on 
Saturday over 1400m with top weight which  
isn’t ideal. But it’s tough to find races for horses  
rated 103. He may need it but will run a decent 
race. After that we’ll have a clearer idea about 
whether he will be restricted to sprints. Aldo 
(Domeyer) thinks he will get a mile.”   
 
He also has a couple bubbling under in Contact 
Zone and Looking For Hounds, who could be 
earmarked for the Listed RA Stakes in PE race 
on the 27th.  
 
His classy young fillies aren’t as thick on the 
ground, but he did single out a couple.  
 
“Sasha is still a maiden, but will be a top filly 
given time over 1600-2000m. And Scented  
Mistress has won her last two impressively. 
She is in  a mile next Tuesday, and if she 
comes through that we will consider the Fillies 
Guineas. I think she has a feature win in her.” 
 
Vaughan also won the Cape Classic a year ago 
with Silver Operator, and the now 4yo colt 
made an eye-catching comeback after 10 
months off a fortnight ago – finishing only a 
length behind sprint queen Run Fox Run over a 
too sharp 1100m.  
 
“I was delighted with his effort. He will next  
appear in a Pinnacle over 1400m, and we’ll 
take it from there regarding the bigger races. 
 
“Captain Of Stealth will probably run in the 
same race. I was disappointed I had to scratch 
him yesterday due to urticaria, as I think he 

would have won.”   

Born in Zululand, his professional path began  
on 1 April 1981, when he took out his trainers 
license, although he had been assistant to  
Tony Furness and Alastair Gordon prior to that.    
 
Much success quickly followed, culminating in 
a first Met win with the very well handicapped 
La Fabulous, who carried 53kg in 1996, when 
the big race was still a conditions affair. He  
also won the Cape showpiece in 2014 with Hill 
Fifty Four before One World’s triumph. . 
 
Talking about his agenda for this season, he 
reveals a surprising fact: “It would be nice to 
win the Guineas again. And the Derby—it’s a 
race I have never managed to win.” –tt 
 

 Marshall Plan - from Page 1 

Enquiries: Jo Knowles on 083 399 6353 

joknowles.ems@gmail.com 

Marshall and connections celebrate One World’s Sun Met win 
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          The home of   Horizon (SAF), by Dynasty 

The horse who trotted up twice in one day   
A claustrophobic horse with an aversion to 
other thoroughbreds and horseboxes pulled 

off the most unlikeliest of wins 
at Fairyhouse in Ireland  on Tuesday after 
his ingenious trainer David Dunne trotted 
him to the racecourse. 

Friends of Dunne (above) had questioned why 
he was still persevering with Vodka Society, a 
12yo who had never previously won a race or 
even earned his connections a single Euro in 
prize-money in a career spanning six years. 

But, in his own words, he was determined to 
“get to the bottom of him”. 

Few would have given the veteran a second 
look when he lined up against 13 rivals in the 
2m5f handicap chase but, transformed by an 
unorthodox journey to the track and jockey 
Sean O’Keeffe steering him deliberately wide of 
the opposition, the 18-1 chance romped home 
by 15 lengths. (Watch the race HERE ) 

Afterwards, Dunne revealed to Kevin O’Ryan 
on Racing TV that instead of loading Vodka  
Society into a horsebox he had resorted to  
trotting him from his stables, three and a half 
miles away, to the racecourse. And to ensure 
his companion was not spooked during the  
30-minute journey, he was escorted by cars  
driving slowly in front and behind him. 

Not only that, Dunne deliberately arrived at the 
racecourse as late as he dared to ensure  

Vodka Society was not hanging around and 
growing fretful. All horses have to be checked 
in an hour before they run, a requirement that 
on this occasion was completed with a whole 
two minutes to spare. 

“He’s always shown that ability at home but he 
loses his races in the horsebox,” Dunne said. 
“He’s a massive worrier who used to have his 
races gone before he even got here. He’s also 
claustrophobic of other horses, and so has to 
be ridden a certain way. 

“We trotted him here today, and the last day he 
ran here. I knew it worked last time but that we 
had to make a few changes as he was here 
longer than he should have been. 

“This time I was here two minutes before  
closing time, when he had to check in. He got 
microchipped away from all the other horses, 
had a pick of grass and was so relaxed. He 
used to shiver and shake and would be  

sweating, and I kind knew of knew if it was  
going to be any day [that he would win] then it 
was going to be today. 

“Owners of other horses would ask me ‘Why 
have you still got that lad in the training?’ but I 
was determined to get to the bottom of him and 
today’s the day.” 

He added: “He’s never had an injury and been 
frustrating, but it’s nice when it all come good. 
From what I’ve seen, Sean’s given him a 
peach, keeping him wide and dropped out. You 
don’t want him around horses.” 

More races at Fairyhouse seem on his agenda, 
but Dunne, who trains a dozen horses, has not 
ruled out visits to Britain. (to Page 8) 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1323890222933839873
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He said: “I could bring him over to England – 
travel him and then have him on the track for 

two days. That would be an option. 

“Hopefully, he had a good experience today and 
the next time he goes in a horsebox he won’t be 
worrying.  

“I know he’s 12, going on 13, but he hasn’t got 
many miles on the clock and is a good mover. 
He could go on for a few more years yet.” 

The trainer, whose brother is jump jockey Rob-
bie, is no stranger to defying the odds.  

His winners earlier this year include Department 
Of War at 100-1, plus Ballycastle Girl at 80-1. 

But no winner is likely to ever give him more  
satisfaction that that of Vodka Society, a horse 
who can rest calmly in his stable safe in the 
knowledge that he has “trotted up” twice in one 
day. 

—www.racingtv.com 

Horse trotted up twice—from Page 4 McEvoy fined R573k 
Kerrin McEvoy may have finished runner up in 
the Melbourne Cup  yesterday, but he was 
fined an unprecedented $50,000 (R573,345) 
and suspended for 13 meetings for excessive 
whip use in the closing stages. 

That took care of virtually all of his earnings for 
the Cup, and left him looking pensive (above).  
 
The jockeys were warned pre-race that if they 
breached the permitted number of strikes in 
the Melbourne Cup they faced the harshest 
penalties ever handed down. 
 
This is in the face of the sport grappling with 
public perception issues which worsened  
following the death of last year’s Epsom Derby 
winner Anthony Van Dyck during the running 

of the Cup. –tt 

http://www.klawervlei.co.za/
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Nadeson Park shows off RTR consignment  
Beautiful Nadeson Park Stud in the 
Hemel-en-Aarde valley near Hermanus 
hosted an open day on Sunday.   

The weather was perfect, and numerous  
guests arrived to view the bumper 29 lots  
Nadeson has catalogued in the upcoming 
CTS online ready-to-run, unbroken 2yo 
and mixed  sale on November 29.  

The farm has some smart individuals on  
offer by their own Time Thief, as well as 
Gimmethegreenlight, What A Winter,  

Querari and Twice Over among others.   
All lots to be sold without reserve. 

The top-class wine was supplied by  
Newton Johnson, while Gourmet Burgers 
kept the crowd fed. 

Nadeson are certainly going into the sale 
on 29 November with plenty of live ammo. 
Thanks to Hassen Adams, Rayaan Adams 
and their team for a fantastic day. –tt 
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